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OutlineOutline

OneOne--dimensionaldimensional (1D) and (1D) and twotwo--dimensionaldimensional
(2D) (2D) measurementsmeasurements

ThreeThree--dimensionaldimensional (3D) (3D) measurementsmeasurements
FringeFringe Projection Technique Projection Technique 

ApplicationsApplications
OverviewOverview
DetailedDetailed Perspective  Perspective  



1D and 2D 1D and 2D MeasurementMeasurement ToolsTools

Hand Tools:Hand Tools:

YardstickYardstick

Vernier Vernier CaliperseCaliperse

ScrewScrew GaugeGauge



1D and 2D 1D and 2D MeasurementsMeasurements ContCont……
((WishWish List)List)

Can Can wewe makemake measurementsmeasurements withoutwithout touchingtouching
the the objectobject??
Can Can wewe have variable have variable measurementmeasurement range?range?
Can Can wewe have variable have variable measurementmeasurement resolutionresolution??
Can Can wewe automate the automate the measurementmeasurement processprocess??
Do Do wewe have a have a devicedevice whichwhich isis havinghaving all of the all of the 
aboveabove featuresfeatures??? ??? 

YesYes: It : It isis a digital camera!!!a digital camera!!!



1D and 2D 1D and 2D MeasurementsMeasurements ContCont……

Digital Image (Digital Image (GrayscaleGrayscale Image): 2D Image): 2D MatrixMatrix
ElementsElements of the of the matrixmatrix are are referredreferred to as pixelsto as pixels
Values of the Values of the elementselements representrepresent intensityintensity (0 to 255)(0 to 255)

ZoomZoom--in, zoomin, zoom--out and out and changingchanging the distance the distance fromfrom the the 
objectobject: : enalbeenalbe to have to have varialbevarialbe resolutionresolution and variable and variable 
range of range of measurementmeasurement ! ! 
AnalysisAnalysis of the of the acquiredacquired images to automate the images to automate the 
measurementmeasurement processprocess !!!!
WeWe dont have to dont have to touchtouch the the objectobject !!! !!! 



1D and 2D 1D and 2D MeasurementsMeasurements ContCont……

HeightHeight of the Eiffel of the Eiffel towertower? ? 

There are There are manymany factorsfactors thatthat governgovern the the 
conversion conversion betweenbetween the the numbernumber of pixels to real of pixels to real 
world dimensions.world dimensions.
SomeSome of of themthem: Zoom (i.e. Focal : Zoom (i.e. Focal lengthlength of the of the 
lenslens), position of the camera ), position of the camera w.r.tw.r.t the the objectobject, , 
type of camera type of camera usedused etc.etc.
How do How do wewe know know themthem in practice?in practice?



1D and 2D 1D and 2D MeasurementsMeasurements ContCont……
Is Is therethere a a mathematicalmathematical relation relation thatthat governsgoverns thisthis
conversion?conversion?

PinholePinhole camera modelcamera model

Projective Projective mappingmapping of world of world coordinatescoordinates to pixel to pixel coordinatescoordinates isis
describeddescribed by:by:

2D positions in pixel 2D positions in pixel coordinatescoordinates

3D positions in real world 3D positions in real world coordinatescoordinates

coordinatescoordinates of the of the principleprinciple pointpoint
IntrinsicIntrinsic parametersparameters

scalescale factorsfactors in image in image coordinatescoordinates

parameterparameter describingdescribing the the skewnessskewness ofof
the the twotwo image axes.  image axes.  

RR and and TT are the are the extrinsicextrinsic parametersparameters whichwhich denotedenote the the coordinatescoordinates system transformations system transformations fromfrom 3D 3D 
world world coordinatescoordinates to 3D camera to 3D camera coordinatescoordinates. . TheyThey definedefine the position of the camera center and the position of the camera center and 
the camera the camera headingheading in the world in the world coordinatescoordinates..
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1D and 2D 1D and 2D MeasurementsMeasurements ContCont……

PracticalPractical Solution?Solution?
Camera Calibration Camera Calibration ToolboxToolbox for MATLABfor MATLAB

‘‘Comparative Comparative reviewreview of camera of camera calibratingcalibrating methodsmethods withwith accuracyaccuracy
evaluationevaluation’’ by Salvi et al., Pattern Recognition 2002; 35(7):1617by Salvi et al., Pattern Recognition 2002; 35(7):1617--

1635.1635.

http://www.vision.caltech.ed
u/bouguetj/calib_doc/



3D Shape 3D Shape MeasurementMeasurement

CoordinateCoordinate MeasurementMeasurement Machine (CMM)Machine (CMM)

MeasurementsMeasurements are are defineddefined by a probe by a probe attachedattached to the to the thirdthird movingmoving axis axis 

of of thisthis machinemachine

Can Can wewe inheritinherit the the benefitsbenefits thatthat wewe have in have in makingmaking 1D and 2D 1D and 2D 
measurementsmeasurements withwith digital camera, digital camera, whilewhile measuringmeasuring 3D 3D shapesshapes??



3D Shape Measurement Techniques3D Shape Measurement Techniques

Shape acquisition 
techniques

Contact

Non-destructive Destructive

CMM Jointed arms Slicing

Non-contact

Reflective Transmissive

Non-optical

Optical

Industrial CT

Microwave radar Sonar

Passive
Active

Stereo Shading Silhouettes TextureMotion

Shape from X

Imaging radar

Triangulation

Interferometry Structured 
light

Moire Holography

Stereo



Optical TriangulationOptical Triangulation
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Figure: Optical triangulation Figure: Optical triangulation geometrygeometry



3D Shape 3D Shape MeasurementMeasurement contcont....

Point Point rastarrastar –– gridgrid of dotsof dots

Line Line rastarrastar

ColorColor--codedcoded projectionprojection Lie W et al., Applied optics 39 (20), 3504, 2000
Li Zhang et al., 3DPVT’02, 2000



g0(x, y) = a(x, y)+b(x, y) cos(2πf0x+φ0(x, y)) g(x, y) = a(x, y) + b(x, y) cos(2πf0x+φ(x, y))

FringeFringe Projection TechniqueProjection Technique



Applications of Applications of FringeFringe Projection TechniqueProjection Technique

BiomedicalBiomedical ApplicationsApplications
Shape Shape guidedguided radiotherapyradiotherapy treatmenttreatment

Lilley F et al., optical
Engineering 39(1), 187, 2000



Applications of Applications of FringeFringe Projection Technique Projection Technique contcont....

BiomedicalBiomedical ApplicationsApplications
3D intra3D intra--oral dental oral dental measurementsmeasurements

Chen L et al., Measurement
Science and Technology 16(5), 

1061, 2005



Applications of Applications of FringeFringe Projection Technique Projection Technique contcont....

BiomedicalBiomedical Applications Applications contcont....
NonNon--invasive 3D monitoring of invasive 3D monitoring of vascularvascular wallwall
deformationsdeformations
LowerLower back back deformationdeformation measurementmeasurement
DetectionDetection and monitoring of and monitoring of scoliosisscoliosis
Inspection of Inspection of woundswounds
Skin Skin topographytopography measurementmeasurement for use in for use in cosmetologycosmetology



Applications of Applications of FringeFringe Projection Technique Projection Technique contcont....

Cultural Cultural heritageheritage and and preservationpreservation

Sansoni G et al., IEEE Trans. 
Instrumentation and 

Measurement 54(1), 359, 
2005



Applications of Applications of FringeFringe Projection Technique Projection Technique contcont....

QualityQuality control of control of printedprinted circuit circuit boardboard manufacturingmanufacturing

Yen H et al., IEEE Trans. 
Electron Packaging Manuf

29(1), 50, 2006



Applications of Applications of FringeFringe Projection Technique Projection Technique contcont....

3D face reconstruction: Applications in 3D face reconstruction: Applications in securitysecurity systemssystems
(face recognition (face recognition systemssystems), gaming, ), gaming, virtualvirtual reality etc.reality etc.

Zhou G et al., Tsinghua Sci
Technol 14, 62, 2009



Applications of Applications of FringeFringe Projection Technique Projection Technique contcont....

IndustrialIndustrial and and scientificscientific applicationsapplications
Corrosion Corrosion analysisanalysis

Huang PS et al., Optics and 
Lasers in Engineering 31(5), 

371, 1999





3D 3D shapeshape measurementmeasurement of of objectsobjects usingusing fringefringe projection projection 
technique: technique: OverviewOverview of of measurementmeasurement methodologymethodology



3D 3D shapeshape measurementmeasurement of of objectsobjects usingusing fringefringe projection projection 
technique: technique: OverviewOverview of of measurementmeasurement methodologymethodology



WorkWork--flow in flow in fringefringe projection projection profilometryprofilometry



a(x, y) a(x, y) representsrepresents the the intensityintensity variations of the background (variations of the background (relatedrelated to the to the 
objectobject’’ss texture) texture) 
b(x, y) b(x, y) representsrepresents nonnon--uniformuniform reflectivitiesreflectivities of the of the objectobject surface (surface (fringefringe
modulation modulation termterm))
22ππf0x represents the spatial carrierf0x represents the spatial carrier
φφ(x, y) is the phase term which contains the information of the (x, y) is the phase term which contains the information of the 
objectobject’’s shapes shape
Fringe analysis methods aim at extracting Fringe analysis methods aim at extracting φφ(x, y)  from (x, y)  from g(xg(x, y) , y) 

Most commonly used fringe analysis methods are:Most commonly used fringe analysis methods are:
Fourier transform methodFourier transform method
Wavelet transform methodWavelet transform method
WindowedWindowed Fourier Fourier transformtransform methodmethod
Phase Phase shiftingshifting methodmethod

FringeFringe AnalysisAnalysis

g(x, y) = a(x, y) + b(x, y) cos[2πf0x+φ(x, y)]



Phase Phase UnwrappingUnwrapping
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PhasePhase WrappedWrapped PhasePhase OffsetOffset

The process of determining the unknown integral multiple of 2pi to be added at
each pixel of the wrapped phase map to make it continuous by  removing the 
artificial 2pi discontinuities is referred to as phase unwrapping. 

WrappedWrapped phase phase mapmap Phase Phase unwrappingunwrapping UnwrappedUnwrapped phasephase

nyxyx wrapunwrap πφφ 2),(),( +=



Phase Phase unwrappingunwrapping isis a trivial a trivial tasktask if the if the wrappedwrapped phase phase 
mapmap isis idealideal. . 
In practice, the In practice, the presencepresence of the of the followingfollowing makesmakes
unwrappingunwrapping a a difficultdifficult and and pathpath--dependentdependent problemproblem::

ShadowsShadows
LowLow fringefringe modulationsmodulations
NonNon--uniformuniform reflectivitiesreflectivities of the of the objectobject surface surface 
FringeFringe discontinuitiesdiscontinuities
Noise etc.Noise etc.

SomeSome of the of the mostmost commonlycommonly usedused unwrappingunwrapping
algorithmsalgorithms are:are:

GoldsteinGoldstein’’ss unwrappingunwrapping algorithmalgorithm
ZpiMZpiM unwrappingunwrapping algorithmalgorithm
QualityQuality guidedguided phase phase unwrappingunwrapping algorithmalgorithm

Phase Phase UnwrappingUnwrapping ContCont.. .. 



System CalibrationSystem Calibration

Crossed-optical-axes geometry

Linear calibration Non-linear calibration

Takeda M and Kazuhiro
M, Applied optics 22 (24), 

3977, 1983
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